The Accounting Foundation of the University of Sydney PhD Top-Up Scholarship

To attract high quality students; to replenish the stock of academics; to conduct research; and to provide a stipend comparable to an entry level wage in practice.

Scholarship value and duration
$15,000 – fortnightly stipend

Eligibility criteria
– Domestic or International full-time candidates enrolling in the Business School PhD program are eligible to apply.
– Must be awarded a primary scholarship for PhD candidature.
– Conduct research in accounting with supervision from the Discipline of Accounting at The University of Sydney Business School

For more information
Student Administration Services
T 1800 SYD UNI (1800 793 864)
T +61 2 8627 1444 (outside Australia)
E scholarship.applications@sydney.edu.au

Background
The Accounting Foundation Top-up Scholarship was proposed in 2014 and accepted by the Council of the Accounting Foundation at their meeting with a number of objectives. These were articulated as follows: to attract high quality students; to replenish the stock of academics; to conduct research; and to provide a stipend comparable to an entry level wage in practice.

Selection criteria
– Students will be automatically considered upon notification of award of a primary scholarship. Students will then be selected by a committee comprising the Academic Director of the Accounting Foundation, the Chair of Discipline of Accounting (or equivalent) and one member of the Council of the Accounting Foundation.

Ongoing eligibility
– All conditions of award are parallel with the primary scholarship.

Payment schedule
– Payment will be made after the census date.

Termination
– The scholarship holder is no longer in receipt of the primary scholarship for any reason.